
FEMALE DOMESTIC SHORT HAIR

DALLAS, TX, 75237

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

I like lots of snuggles, sun bathing, and more snuggles. I 

sometimes get the zoomies and go crazy in my apartment. 

I like to play with toes under the covers, and am super silly 

sweet. \n\nIm looking for a furever home to give all of my 

love to.\n\nIf you think we are a good match do the 

following:\n1. Click on "MORE ABOUT CATURDAY CAT 

RESCUE"\n2. Click on "ADOPTION APPLICATION"\n3. Fill out 

the Application\n4. Wait patiently for a response\n\nThank 

you!\n- Mel\n\n---------------------------------------------\n\n\nTO 

APPLY:\n1. Click on "MORE ABOUT CATURDAY CAT 

RESCUE"\n2. Click on "ADOPTION APPLICATION"\n3. Fill out 

the Application\n4. Wait patiently for a 

response\n\n\n---------------------------------------------\n\nBASIC 

INFO:\n\nAGE: 1 year\n\nGENDER: Female\n\nADOPTION 

FEE: $25\n\nTRANSPORT FEES (non Texas residents):\n- 

GROUND TRANSPORT OPTIONS:\n3LP: $85, Transport 1x 

mo\nSpring Branch Rescue: $125, Transport 2x Mo\nMile 

High Lab: $150, Transport 1-2x/mo\n- FLIGHT TRANSPORT:

\nSWATT: In Cabin Transport $99\n- Plus Flight Compatible 

Carrier\n- Plus Plush Blanket ($12 on Amazon)\n- HEALTH 

CERTS ARE REQUIRED TO TRANSPORT.\nThe Fee is $30 - 

$85 per cat depending on\nappointment/vet availability.

\n\nDIET: Wet food (Fancy Feast Pate or Merrick Limited 

Ingredient Pate)\n\nLITTER: I am a pro at using the litter 

robot, theyre nice because theyre always clean. I use 

unscented clay litter.\n\nLOCATION: Houston, but will 

transport if youre the right forever home.\n\nHOW TO 

MEET: If youre in Houston, youre welcome to visit. If youre 

outside of the area we can do Zoom or Facetime.

\n\nVETTING:\n- Spayed/Neutered\n- Dewormed (3x)\n- 

Monthly Revolution (Parasite Prevention)\n- FVRCP 

Vaccines (4x)\n- Rabies\n- Microchip\n- Scanned for 

Ringworm\n\n*All info is input as accurately as possible. It 

is important to note that the breed & age is approximate 

and the weight can change as a kitten gets older. We will 

do our best to keep this information as accurate as 

possible, but age/weight may not be exact. All of our 

fosters are rescues and unless otherwise specified, are not 

purebred. We will list their breed based on characteristics.
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